
The chop- and mitre-box saw TC-MS 2513 T is the high-quality sawing tool for ambitious do-it-yourselfers where smaller works like crosscutting and

angular pounding of work pieces made of wood, coated panels and plastics are concerned. Due to its practical, infinitely adjustable saw bench, this

saw can also be used as a practical bench saw. The high-quality rotary table has a precise angle adjustment which can be adjusted infinitely with just

one hand. The saw head, also infinitely tiltable to the left, allows the execution of mitres and chamfers in each required angle up to 45°. A vacuum

cleaner connection with a diameter of 35 mm provides optimal cleanness at the workplace.

TC-MS 2513 T

Mitre Saw with upper table
Item No.: 4300345

Ident No.: 11025

Bar Code: 4006825584967

Features
Carbide tipped saw blade-

Guide fence continuously adjustable in parallel and square pos.-

Rotating table as mitre saw continuously adjustable-

Saw table for working as table saw continously adjustable-

Motor head as mitre saw continuously tiltable to the left-

Connection for dust extraction (35 mm)-

Technical Data
- Mains Supply 230-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 1800 W

- No-load speed ( idle speed ) 4500 min^-1

- Saw Blade Ø30 mm  x  Ø250 mm

- Number of teeth 36 Pieces

- Mitre cut function 45 °

- Cutting Width 90° x 90° 130  x  75 mm

- Cutting Width 90° x 45° 90  x  75 mm

- Cutting Width 45° x 90° 120  x  50 mm

- Cutting Width 45° x 45° 70  x  35 mm

- Swiveling Range --45 °  -  +45 °

- Cutting height at 90° 40 mm

- Height adjustment stepless 40 mm

- Size Supporting Table 352  x  416 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 13.5 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 15.5 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 545 x 470 x 375 mm

- Pieces per export carton 1 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 15.5 kg

- Dimensions export carton 545 x 470 x 375 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 300 | 600 | 700
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Available as special accessories

HM-Sägeblatt 250x30x3,2mm 24Z
Stationary Saw Accessory
Item No.: 4311110
Bar Code: 4006825431223
Einhell Grey

HM-Sägeblatt 250x30x3,2mm 48Z
Stationary Saw Accessory
Item No.: 4311111
Bar Code: 4006825431230
Einhell Grey

HM-Sägeblatt 250x30x3,2mm 60Z
Stationary Saw Accessory
Item No.: 4311113
Bar Code: 4006825503166
Einhell Grey
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